The Sports Desk

Your games in the annual Interg-expertise Conference basketball tourney have already been played. Kappa Sigma showed the greatest power, in defeating the Lincolns Chi Phi by a 4-0 score. Bill Gartch and Les Pfiffhagen starred. Phi Gamma Delta, with Sinsel in the boiling role, defeated Phi Beta Epsilon, 28-26, but the other two games were closer. Phi Kappa beat Phi Kappa Sigma 38-34, and Delta Tau Delta triumphed over Dallas University 81-31, in the remaining contests.

Harvard's head track coach, Eddy Farrell, who is also president of the American College Track Coaches' Association, recently stated that he believed Dick Bell's victory in the 1 C, 50-yard dash to be the highlight of the indoor college season. He was quoted as follows: "Others were picked to win certain events, while the dash boy was given only a fair chance to pull through. He not only won, but he broke the L.C. 50-yard dash to be the highlight of the indoor college season. What more can you ask?"

Such a varsity and freshman combination will get together on Tuesday night for their Annual Banquet. Those desiring to attend may sign-up to pull through. I-e not only won, but he broke the L.C. 50-yard dash to be the highlight of the indoor college season. What more can you ask?"

The Boston Brutus' game with an all-star college football team, which was to have come off a week aga, has been definitely scheduled for next Wednesday evening at the Garden. The team is to be selected from the ranks of Harvard, Tu, Dartmouth, Princeton, and Technology, Phonies are for the unemployable fund.

BOILER TEST MADE AT POWER HOUSE

Starting Tuesday noon and ending early the next day at the same time, a test was held at the power house to determine the efficiency of the furnaces, superheaters, and boilers. Participating in this test were several officers from courses II, XIII, and XV, conducting the test as their thesis work.

Among their tasks were to be formed the weighting of water and coal, and the quantitative analysis of the water. Another requirement was the recording of the steam pressures and the draft gauge readings. In order to make the work convenient and sufficiently light, six hours shifts were inserted, and only two of the forty hours were used.

From the results of these rather extensive measures the Institute expects to determine the efficiency of their furnaces in burning coal with a maximum of available heat and a minimum of waste combustible material, and of their superheaters and boilers in producing steam from this heat.

The BEAVER BOXERS in INTERCOLLEGIATES

Five Men Go To Penn State For Eastern Championships

Five men from Technology are entered in the annual Eastern Intercollegiate Boxing Tournament, to be held at Penn State today and tomorrow. They are Lottis Broom, Eliot Bradford, Frederik Watterwell, Captain John Carey, and Ned Collins.

Broom, 116-pounder, and Bradford, 153 pounds, have fought regularly in their respective classes all season, with fair success. Watterwell, 133 pounds, and Captain Carey, in the 143-pound class, were handicapped by injuries sustained in practice, so that each has participated in only two bouts.

John Carey, Clear Brook, Wellerwell, a decision against a Coast Guard man, and a draw in the Syracuse match, while Captain Carey has maintained a clear slate, knocking out Roan of Syracuse in the second round, and taking a decision from his Coast Guard opponent.

Ned Collins, who will enter the 126-pound competition, has been held at 146-pounder most of the season. His best showing was against Lawrence of Harvard, whom he knocked out in fifty seconds of the first round. In his last two bouts, when hampered by injuries and lack of condition, he has lost two half-limit decisions. Collins represented Technology at the tourney last year in the light-heavyweight class.
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GYMNASTS LEAVE FOR PRINCETON

Team Is Expected To Win From Tigers; Men In Good Condition

The gymnasium seems to break up to the win column again this week end when it goes to Princeton to meet the Tigers. They have good reasons to be optimistic for the Tigers have already been beaten by both Temple and Springfield, while the coasters have beaten Temple but were beaten in a close match by Springfield.

However, these competitive scores are not the only things the gymnasts are having their attention on; for during the past week they have been going over, even though they have been hampered by Tech Shore's using the sym.

Boil! is expected to come through with first place in the side horse, while Fluitz should do the same in the trampling. Captain Getting will in all probability take first place in the high bar.

NOTICE

The following books left at the T. C. A. Book Exchanges are not to be used as texts at the Institute. Those having left any of the following are requested to come and get them.


Cigarettes, like foods needed Seasoning

That's the part Turkish Tobaccos play in making Chesterfields Taste Better

S MOKERS notice a certain "touch" in Chesterfield that sets them apart. It isn't just enough Turkish tobacco in them ... a spicy, aromatic flavor that's much the same to a cigarette as seasoning is to food.

For only by blending and cross-blending the right amounts of mild Domestic tobaccos with the right amount of Turkish can we get the flavor and aroma that Chesterfield smokers enjoy.

Next time, ask for "The Cigarette that Satisfies" ... you'll get Chesterfields, with Milder, Better Taste.
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